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ENERGY? HEALTH? WATER?

WASTE? RESOURCES? COST?



Drivers Shaping A Regenerative Future

Climate Commitments Electrification Push Water Shortages

Material Shortages Labor Shortages Resiliency Needs Carbon Liability Energy Fluctuation Energy Sourcing Need to Innovate Customer Demand

Shareholder Pressure Climate Risk Credit Risk Carbon Accounting Social Cost Carbon Carbon Regulation Waste as Liability Supply Chain Strength

Attract/Retain Talent Need for Transparency Equity/DEI Refrigerants GWP ESG / CSR
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As protesters hurled rocks out-
side Haiti’s national palace and
set fires on the streets to demand
President Jovenel Moïse’s resig-
nation, President Donald J. Trump
invited him to Mar-a-Lago in 2019,
posing cheerfully with him in one
of the club’s ornate entryways.

After members of Congress
warned that Mr. Moïse’s “anti-
democratic abuses” reminded
them of the run-up to the dictator-
ship that terrorized Haiti in dec-
ades past, the Biden administra-
tion publicly threw its weight be-
hind Mr. Moïse’s claim on power.

And when American officials
urged the Biden administration to
change course, alarmed that
Haiti’s democratic institutions
were being stripped away, they
say their pleas went unheeded —
and sometimes never earned a re-
sponse at all.

Through Mr. Moïse’s time in of-
fice, the United States backed his
increasingly autocratic rule, view-
ing it as the easiest way of main-
taining stability in a troubled
country that barely figured into
the priorities of successive admin-
istrations in Washington, current
and former officials say.

Even as Haiti spiraled into vio-
lence and political upheaval, they
say, few in the Trump administra-
tion took seriously Mr. Moïse’s re-
peated warnings that he faced
plots against his life. And as warn-
ings of his authoritarianism inten-
sified, the Biden administration
kept up its public support for Mr.
Moïse’s claim to power, even after
Haiti’s Parliament emptied out in
the absence of elections and Mr.
Moïse ruled by decree.

When Mr. Moïse was assassi-
nated this month, it left a gaping
leadership void that set off a
scramble for power with the few
elected officials remaining. The 

U.S. STOOD BEHIND
HAITI’S PRESIDENT
AS TURMOIL GREW

FEARS OF CRISIS IGNORED

Long Before Deadly Plot,
a Washington Habit of

Backing Autocrats

By NATALIE KITROEFF
and MICHAEL CROWLEY

Continued on Page 6

MOUNTAIN HOME, Ark. —
When the boat factory in this leafy
Ozark Mountains city offered free
coronavirus vaccinations this
spring, Susan Johnson, 62, a re-
ceptionist there, declined the of-
fer, figuring she was protected as
long as she never left her house
without a mask.

Linda Marion, 68, a widow with
chronic pulmonary disease, wor-
ried that a vaccination might actu-
ally trigger Covid-19 and kill her.
Barbara Billigmeier, 74, an avid
golfer who retired here from Cali-
fornia, believed she did not need it
because “I never get sick.”

On July 8, all three were pa-
tients on 2 West, an overflow ward
that is now largely devoted to
treating Covid-19 at Baxter Re-
gional Medical Center, the largest
hospital in north-central Arkan-
sas. Mrs. Billigmeier said the
scariest part was that “you can’t
breathe.” For 10 days, Ms. John-
son had relied on supplemental
oxygen being fed to her lungs
through nasal tubes.

Ms. Marion said that at one
point, she felt so sick and fright-
ened that she wanted to give up.
“It was just terrible,” she said. “I
felt like I couldn’t take it.”

Where Few Got
Covid Vaccine, 
Many Get Sick
By SHARON LaFRANIERE

Continued on Page 19

Broadway is planning to start
performances of at least three
dozen shows before the end of the
year, but producers do not know if
there will be enough tourists —
who typically make up two-thirds
of the audience — to support all of
them.

The Metropolitan Opera is plan-
ning a September return, but only
if its musicians agree to pay cuts.

And New York’s vaunted
nightlife scene — the dance clubs
and live venues that give the city
its reputation for never sleeping
— has been stymied by the slow,
problematic rollout of a federal aid
program that mistakenly declared
some of the city’s best-known

nightclub impresarios to be dead.
The return of arts and enter-

tainment is crucial to New York’s
economy, and not just because it is
a major industry that employed
some 93,500 people before the
pandemic and paid them $7.4 bil-
lion in wages, according to the
state comptroller’s office. Culture
is also part of the lifeblood of New
York — a magnet for visitors and
residents alike that will play a key
role if the city is to remain vital in
an era when shops are battling e-
commerce, the ease of remote
work has businesses rethinking
the need to stay in central busi-

New York Is Counting on Culture
To Lead the Way on Reopening

This article is by Michael Paulson,
Ben Sisario and Robin Pogrebin.

Patrons took in Alex Da Corte’s installation “As Long as the Sun Lasts,” on the Met’s Roof Garden.
GEORGE ETHEREDGE FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Continued on Page 18

A CITY STIRS

The Arts Hope for a Rebound

In the middle of the night nearly
two years ago, construction crews
gathered near Senso-ji, Tokyo’s
oldest Buddhist temple and a pop-
ular tourist site. The streets were
empty, the air was sultry and the
workers hoped it would not rain.
Machines rumbled to life.

It was a little thing, barely no-
ticed. But it was a sign of the
sometimes futile and farcical
lengths taken to put on the biggest
show in sports.

More than 1,000 Japanese had
died of heat-related causes in July
and August of 2018 and 2019, and
several Olympic test events in To-
kyo had made athletes ill and had
scuttled schedules. Drastic meas-
ures for the upcoming Olympics
were required.

Among them was this project,
resurfacing the 26.2-mile mara-
thon course with a shiny, reflec-
tive coating meant to bounce the
heat away. It was a small expense
for an event that would cost bil-
lions, and officials were not en-
tirely sure it would do much good.
But inch by inch, with large ma-
chines making whooshing noises
over several hot August nights,
the marathon course was un-
veiled in a silvery stripe.

Two months later, officials
moved the marathon course 500

miles north to Sapporo, which has
cooler weather. Left behind was
the meandering stripe through
central Tokyo, a marker of regret-
table ideas.

Six months later, the coronavi-
rus pandemic postponed the 2020
Tokyo Games for a year. Many
Japanese wondered if this bloated
sports festival was worthwhile
anymore, worth the risks to public
health or the billions spent on ven-
ues and stagecraft and other con-
cessions to the International
Olympic Committee.

Too late. The Summer Olympics
are happening, amid a spiking
pandemic and in mostly empty
venues. The opening ceremony on
Friday will bring curiosity and a
question that might be aimed not
just at the Tokyo Games, but at the
entire Olympic movement:

Has the Time Come to Let the Games Be Gone?
By JOHN BRANCH In Olympics, Critics See

a System Doing More
Harm Than Good

Continued on Page 28

Steve Rosenthal escaped with
his life when his condo building in
Florida crumbled and left him
homeless last month, but he still
owes more than $100,000 on his
mortgage.

Mr. Rosenthal, a 72-year-old
restaurant advertising executive,
soon received two small insur-
ance checks for living expenses
and personal property, but he was
still waiting for his big payout. He
expects it to be over six figures,
but it will probably go to the bank
to pay off the mortgage on a condo
that no longer exists.

“We’re all freaking out,” he said

of survivors of the partial collapse
of Champlain Towers South in
Surfside. “I don’t want to dip into
savings that I wasn’t supposed to
touch until I’m 80.”

For Mr. Rosenthal and other
survivors of the collapse, sorting
out complicated insurance pay-
outs is but one part of starting
over after a catastrophic loss. And
his fellow Floridians may soon be
feeling the shock waves from the
tragedy, as spooked insurance
companies begin scrutinizing the
buildings they are covering, rais-
ing rates that are already among
the highest in the nation, or can-
celing coverage altogether.

The Surfside collapse, which
killed at least 97 people, is causing 

Condo Cave-In Spooks Insurers
Already Rattled by Hurricanes

This article is by Christopher
Flavelle, Patricia Mazzei and Giulia
Heyward.

Continued on Page 20

Some of Europe’s richest coun-
tries lay in disarray this week-
end, as raging rivers burst
through their banks in Germany
and Belgium, submerging towns,
slamming parked cars against
trees and leaving Europeans
shellshocked at the intensity of
the destruction.

Only days before in the North-
western United States, a region
famed for its cool, foggy weather,
hundreds had died of heat. In
Canada, wildfire had burned a
village off the map. Moscow
reeled from record temperatures.
And this weekend the northern
Rocky Mountains were bracing
for yet another heat wave, as
wildfires spread across 12 states
in the American West.

The extreme weather disasters
across Europe and North Amer-
ica have driven home two essen-
tial facts of science and history:
The world as a whole is neither
prepared to slow down climate
change, nor live with it. The
week’s events have now ravaged
some of the world’s wealthiest
nations, whose affluence has
been enabled by more than a
century of burning coal, oil and
gas — activities that pumped the
greenhouse gases into the atmos-
phere that are warming the
world.

“I say this as a German: The
idea that you could possibly die
from weather is completely
alien,” said Friederike Otto, a
physicist at Oxford University
who studies the links between
extreme weather and climate
change. “There’s not even a
realization that adaptation is

something we have to do right
now. We have to save people’s
lives.”

The floods in Europe have
killed at least 170 people, most of
them in Germany, Europe’s most
powerful economy. Across Ger-
many, Belgium and the Nether-
lands, hundreds have been re-
ported as missing, which sug-
gests the death toll could rise.
Questions are now being raised
about whether the authorities
adequately warned the public
about risks.

The bigger question is whether
the mounting disasters in the
developed world will have a
bearing on what the world’s most
influential countries and compa-
nies will do to reduce their own 

Climate Change Comes
For the Wealthy Nations

Brutal Heat and Deadly Floods Show World
Unprepared to Cope With Extreme Weather

NEWS ANALYSIS

By SOMINI SENGUPTA

Parched farmland in California, which is experiencing its most severe drought since the 1970s.
AUDE GUERRUCCI/REUTERS

Flooding from heavy rain killed at least 170, mostly in Germany, last week. Hundreds are missing.
GORDON WELTERS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

A wildfire in California during
a record heat wave this month.

NOAH BERGER/ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Cinemas are open, A.O. Scott writes.
But with a new screen culture taking
shape, what are movies now? PAGE 1

Popcorn and Possibilities
Recent violence against older Asian
men and women has spurred differing
reactions in the community. PAGE 13

Attacks in San Francisco

When it comes to theaters reopening,
Andrew Lloyd Webber is a thorn in the
British government’s side. PAGE 8 

ARTS & LEISURE

His New Stage: Activism
Solar power benefits the environment
but doesn’t always deliver rewards for
the workers who help harness it. PAGE 1

SUNDAY BUSINESS

Greeting Green Jobs Warily
How can a 12-year-old become a grand-
master? Through hard work, and by
cutting deals with opponents. PAGE 26

SPORTS 26-29

The Dark Side of Chess
As Taliban fears mount, regional power
brokers have returned to recruiting
militias. But some worry that the quick
fix will cause a wider crisis. PAGE 4

INTERNATIONAL 4-12

Afghans Take Up Arms Again
The documentary uses a voice that
mimics Anthony Bourdain using artifi-
cial intelligence. Is it ethical? PAGE 22

NATIONAL 13-22

Bourdain in A.I.

Two coronavirus wards have burned in
three months, adding to Iraqis’ unre-
lenting despair. PAGE 12

Hospital Fires Spur Outrage

Black Rifle Coffee doubled sales by
leaning into America’s culture war. Now
it’s distancing itself from customers.

THE MAGAZINE

The Starbucks of the Right
Michelle Goldberg PAGE 4

SUNDAY REVIEW

IBM’s supercomputer once made head-
lines, and seemed ready to change
industries. It hasn’t happened. PAGE 1

What’s Up With Watson?

THE TOLL 12 residents of a care
home were among the dead from
the flooding in Germany. PAGE 8

Biz Markie, whose unlikely crossover
1989 hit “Just a Friend” led one critic to
call him (favorably) “the father of mod-
ern bad singing,” was 57. PAGE 23

OBITUARIES 23-25

Hip-Hop’s Brilliant Goofball

The young Americans Collin Morikawa
and Jordan Spieth were close behind
the veteran Louis Oosthuizen. PAGE 29

A U.S. Bid at the British Open

Late Edition

VOL. CLXX . . . No. 59,123 © 2021  The New York Times Company NEW YORK, SUNDAY, JULY 18, 2021

Today, cloudy, not as warm, still hu-
mid, stray thunderstorms, high 82.
Tonight, some clearing, muggy, low
70. Tomorrow, clouds and sunshine,
high 82. Weather map, Page 21.
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IPCC report is 'code red for humanity'
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There’s Already Enough Greenhouse Gas 
in the Air to Heat the Planet by 1.5°C
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will drive a price on carbon
CLIMATE CHANGE

will make whole areas uninsurable
LIABILITY

doesn’t have a viable low carbon solution
CONCRETE

will require engineered living materials
MATERIAL DEMAND

is needed to speed construction & reduce cost
TECHNOLOGY



MAKE IT GET TO USE EVERY

MEASURE DO IT USE

EFFICIENT! ZERO! TOOL! 

EVERYTHING! NOW! NATURE! 
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no data 
no insights 
no productivity 
no automation 
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Carbon Neutral by 2050 is too late! 
2020 – 2050
We need to cut now.

80% reduction by 2030



There is no time. 
We have zero years.
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           Builders for Climate Action  •   Low-Rise Buildings as a Climate Change Solution  

Carbon Storing
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Zero Carbon
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5-10 year goal

 

3-5 year goal

 

2-3 year goal

Stop doing 
this now!
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demolition glass boxes not net zero

CLIMATE DENIAL



redefining cost
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coal workers:  46k 
yoga instructors:  52k 
clean energy:  3,300k  
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stress levels decrease

higher productivity

stronger concentration

better test scores

improve cognitive function

increased profitability

emotional

career

social

academic

physical

financial

boost to happiness spiritual



sustainability 
pays for itself
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(not all orange slices are equal)
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10,000,000,000,000 
potential savings by 2100

$
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long waits low comfort high stress

HEALTHCARE



uninspiring poor lighting wasteful

EDUCATION



poor air bad light disconnected

WORKPLACE



if we change  
what we measure,  
we can  
change the world.
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how do we measure the success of buildings?

cost/sf revenue/sf payback



how should we measure success?

recovery stress reduction staff retention



how could we measure success?

kW energy 
generated

tons of CO2 
removed

# of species 
supported



infection control

occupant comfort

acoustics

student test scores

employee retention
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Carbon Dioxide (CO2) (ppm) 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) (ppm) 
Total VOCs (ug/m3) 
Formaldehyde (HCHO) (ug/m3) 
Nitrogen (NO2) (ug/m3) 
Ozone (O3) (ug/m3) 
PM2.5 (ug/m3) 

PM10 (ug/m3) 

Air Quality Index (0-500) 

Air Changes (ACH) (cfm/ft3) 

Fresh Air Intake (cfm/person) 
Air Pressure (mb) 

Dust (ug/m3)

AIR CLIMATE SPATIAL

pEUI (kBtu/feet2/yr) 

Carbon Use  
Intensity (CO2/Btu) 

Embodied Carbon (kgCO2e/m3) 

Global Warming  
Potential (IPCC AR4) 

Carbon Emissions (CO2) (kg) 
Methane Emissions (CH4) (kg) 

Fluorocarbons (CFC/HCFC) (kg) 

Production (kW) 

Net Zero Site (kW) 

Net Zero Source (kW) 

Offsets (tonnes CO2e)

Temperature (°F/°C) 
Relative Humidity (%) 
Noise (dB) 

Irradiance (mV) 

Illuminance (mV) 

Illumination (lumens/lux) 

Daylight Factor (%) 

Lead Exposure (mcg/dL) 

Asbestos (f/cc) 

Radon (pCi/L)



WHAT CLIENTS CARE ABOUT

Capital Expenditure (CapEx) ($) 

Return on Investment (ROI) (months) 

Rate of Return  (ROR) (%) 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) (%) 

Modified Internal Rate of Return  (MIRR) (%) 

Net Present Value  (NPV) ($) 

Time Value of Money  (TVM) ($) 

Weighted Average Cost of Capital  (WACC) ($) 

Revenue per Square Foot  (RevSF) ($/foot2) 

Revenue per Available Room  (RevPAR) ($/unit) 

Average Daily Rate  (ADR) ($/day) 

Occupancy Rate  (OR) (%) 

Lease Rate  (LR) (%)
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Resiliency 
Stronger value chains 
Higher Walkability  
Access to green space 
Views of nature 
Redlist free 
Waste reduction 
Guest satisfaction 
Reduced pain meds 
Faster immune response 
Reduced length of stay 
Engaged stakeholders

VIBRANCY PROSPERITY PERFORMANCE

Circularity 

Increased valuation 
Share price 
Reduced Risk 
Divestment 
Impact investment 
Access to capital 
Social capital 
Reduced overhead 
Civic participation  
Graduation rates 
College acceptance

Staff Retention 

Student test scores 
Reading comprehension 
Worker productivity 
Transparency 
Revenue per Employee 
Number of Applicants 
Climate Targets 
Staff diversity 
Lower Absenteeism 
Rates of Advancement 
Lower commuting time 
Loss prevention
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innovation approach



you have to 

CHOOSE
innovation
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innovation is an
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Pathways to Net Zero.



STRUCTURE MECHANICAL

ENVELOPE MATERIALS

CAMPUS: 
COMMUNITY 
NETWORKS 

NEIGHBORHOOD

REFRIGERANTS

ELECTRIFICATION

LIFECYCLE COSTING  
(LCCA+)

MASS TIMBER

EMBODIED CARBON

LIFECYCLE ASSESSMENT 
(LCA)

HEALTH DESIGN

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

ENERGY DESIGN

PASSIVE SOLAR

HEAT ISLANDS
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